
 

 

 

Internal Audit Services Non-Compulsory Briefing Session  

Date: 03 March 2020  

Time: 10h00 

Questions and Answers  

1. What were the actual hours used by the current internal auditors? Cathsseta 

currently is utilising 2200 hours annually. (Please note bidders should base their 

fee calculations on 2200 hours annually). However Cathsseta reserves the right to 

increase these hours based on the approved final annual internal audit plan and/or 

any additional work that might be required.  

2. On the submission of the document, do we submit the technical with the financial 

or do we submit both of them together? It is a one envelop bid. This is not a two 

envelope bidding system. It is also better that the financials form part of you 

submission so that the documents do not get lost.  

3. The document says bidders must be registered with the IIA, is it the company or 

the individuals?  Membership with IIA is Mandatory, the lead partner as well as the 

staff  must be registered with the IIA 

4. The document calls for a transfer of skills, how many staff do you have in your 

department? When we plan our audits do we factor in the hours to include your 

staff as well? We have three (3) staff members. No, the hours should not include 

Cathsseta staff. Internal Audit unit is placed at the head offices.  

5. In your presentation I heard you mention the Department of Higher Education. 

Quarterly we do submit Performance information to the department of Higher 

Education, therefore we would require our internal auditors to audit the PI before 

we submit to the Department of Higher Education. Remember Cathsseta reports 

to the Department of Higher Education.  

6. I want to confirm my understand of the calculation of the final score. It came to my 

attention that there are companies that include the ratings of the functionality score 

into the calculation of the 80/20 to make up the final score. No. If you don’t qualify 



for the functionality then you will not be evaluated for price and BBBEE. In order to 

be evaluated for 80/20 (price and BBBEE) you are required to score a minimum of 

70 out of 100 points for functionality. The functionality scores are recorded and 

given to the BAC but they do not have an impact on the 80/20 points score.  

7. With regards to due diligence you are saying that you require the company to have 

financials and offices, there are smaller companies that do not have offices and 

they don’t have financials. What if you a new company and you don’t have 

financials? Where do you work from? Your base of operations and the address that 

your company is registered to will be considered your offices. Cathsseta requires 

that you have eight (8) years’ experience in auditing. Should you still pass the 

functionality after not scoring points for experience, Cathsseta will give you an 

equal opportunity. Provided you can prove financial viability in terms of carrying the 

costs relating to this project.    

 

Please note the document loaded to the eTender portal and the Cathsseta website is 

the correct document. The document did not displayed correctly in the briefing session 

due to a connection problem.  

 

With no other questions the briefing session was closed. 


